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For purveyors of online misinformation, 2020
has been a landmark year.

As the COVID-19 pandemic spread worldwide,
harmful misinformation about the disease—
from conspiracy theories about its origin to
dangerous false cures—spread wildly on
websites and social media.

As public interest and anxiety about the U.S.
elections grew, so did hoaxes and conspiracy
theories about voting and alleged fraud. And
even before the first dose has been delivered
to patients, myths about upcoming COVID-19
vaccines were being delivered to users’ social
media feeds.

This steady stream of falsehoods has had a
real-world impact. A Pew Research study found
that 25% of Americans believe that COVID-19
was planned, a number similar to the 27% of
people who would not take a COVID-19
vaccine if it were available, according to a
World Economic Forum survey this August.
What’s more, a study by the London School of
Hygiene and Tropical Medicine found that
exposure to online misinformation directly
impacts these numbers: In the study, people
exposed to misinformation were subsequently
less likely to say that they would take a vaccine.

In a year that will be remembered for the
success or failure of the world’s COVID-19
recovery, limiting the impact of online
misinformation could not be more important.

We launched NewsGuard in 2018 because we
believed that the problem of misinformation
was not only a technology problem, but also a
journalistic problem. On the internet, from
webpages to search results to social media
news feeds, users often lack the context to

understand which sources of information they
can trust—and which sources they should read
with a grain of salt.

We believed that a problem that is both
journalistic and technical required a solution
that would match it—and so we set to work
rating and reviewing thousands of online news
and information websites on basic criteria for
credibility and transparency—and delivering
those ratings to users as “Nutrition Labels”
next to links they encounter online.

We launched a browser extension and mobile
apps to reach users directly and began
partnering with technology companies,
advertisers, libraries, researchers, nonprofits,
and other institutions to find ways for our
ratings to achieve impact at a larger scale.

More than two years later, we’ve rated
thousands of information sources that account
for 95% of engagement in the U.S., France,
Germany, Italy, and the U.K., and our ratings
are available to millions of users worldwide
through partnerships, licensing deals, and our
news-literacy work with libraries and schools
worldwide. Advertisers are using our data to
advertise safely on credible news sites and
avoid funding misinformation sites. And
institutions from the WHO to the State
Department and the Pentagon are using our
data to combat COVID-19 misinformation and
state-sponsored influence campaigns.

The events of 2020 have reminded us that this
work is more important than ever before. In this
report, we are proud to share data, highlights,
and examples of that work.

— Steven Brill & Gordon Crovitz
Co-CEOs of NewsGuard
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Users reached to 
mitigate COVID-19 
misinformation

An advertiser consortium partnering with the 
WHO used NewsGuard data to identify over 2 
billion people globally who had accessed 
COVID-19 hoaxes online and delivered them 
accurate information, mitigating the harm.

Edge users with 
NewsGuard access

Through an expanded partnership with 
Microsoft announced this spring, NewsGuard’s
browser extension became free to 130 million 
users of the Microsoft Edge browser worldwide

BT Customers with 
NewsGuard Access

Through a new partnership with BT, we made 
NewsGuard available for free to BT’s 30 million 
internet and mobile customers in the U.K. as part 
of an effort to combat COVID-19 hoaxes.

Students & educators 
with NewsGuard
access

Through our partnership with Turnitin, we made 
NewsGuard available to 30 million students in 
thousands of schools around the world as a free, 
simple-to-use news-literacy education tool.

Doctors and patients 
with HealthGuard
access

A new partnership with Mount Sinai Health System 
in New York made HealthGuard—a version of 
NewsGuard focused on health misinformation—
available to thousands of patients and doctors.

Library Patrons with 
NewsGuard Access

Through our news-literacy program, sponsored 
by Microsoft and Oscar Health, we made 
NewsGuard available at 750+ libraries with over 
7 million patrons.
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New Websites Rated

In 2020, our ratings covered 6,112 news and information 
websites in the U.S. and Europe, from national sources to local 
newspapers to niche blogs and websites.Total Websites Rated

Our team of analysts rated 2,144 new news and 
information sites this year, while constantly updating our 
ratings of thousands of sites we had rated previously.

Misinformation Sites 
with Red Ratings

We’ve flagged 2,532 sites with Red ratings, meaning the 
sites fail to adhere to basic standards of credibility and 
transparency. Each site has a 0-100 trust score so users 
can make informed choices about which sites to trust.

Coverage of Online
Engagement with News

Our ratings covered websites accounting for 95% of 
online engagement with news across the U.S., U.K., 
France, Germany, and Italy, ensuring our rating icons 
appear on all relevant news links on users’ social feeds.

In our COVID-19 Misinformation Tracking Center, we tracked 
and identified 371 websites publishing false and dangerous 
information about the COVID-19 pandemic—so far.COVID-19 hoax

sites flagged

Likes on misinformation
“Super-Spreader” pages
we identified

Our reports about COVID-19 misinformation ‘Super-
Spreaders’ identified 111 pages and accounts on Facebook 
and Twitter publishing COVID-19 hoaxes. They had over 51 
million followers or page “likes,” and in most cases, the 
platforms provided no warnings on the false content.
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• In 2020, we grew our database of ratings , adding ratings for news and information
websites. Our ratings covered in the U.S., U.K., France,
Germany and Italy.

• of the sites we added were rated Green, meaning they are generally trustworthy. of
the sites were Red, meaning they generally fail to uphold basic journalistic standards.

• Sites we added to NewsGuard’s ratings included new national brands, local newspapers,
television and radio stations, niche blogs and websites—as well as health misinformation sites,
political propaganda posing as local news, and large networks of hoax websites pushing made-
up stories for clicks and advertising revenue.

• NewsGuard’s rapid-response team rated new websites in real-time as they began to trend—in
some cases because the sites had just been launched to push a one-off hoax or to expand an
existing network of misinformation sites.

• This fast labeling of misinformation helped users of NewsGuard’s browser extension avoid
falling for hoaxes; research by Gallup found that

and

• NewsGuard’s work tracking myths about particular topics, such as COVID-19, demonstrated the
effectiveness of NewsGuard’s rating approach overall. Of the more than 300 sites NewsGuard
identified publishing COVID-19 falsehoods during the pandemic,

in the past.

• Similarly, the vast majority of sites publishing 2020 Election misinformation were already rated
Red by NewsGuard.

• That means that when NewsGuard users encountered misinformation from these websites,

next to the story.

• In other words, NewsGuard users didn’t have to wait for a fact-checker to review each new claim
about COVID-19, the 2020 Election, or other topics published by those sites—because
NewsGuard’s team had already identified and flagged the sites as untrustworthy sources.

• As the new year begins and misinformation publishers begin to focus on new topics—from the
COVID-19 vaccine to new political conspiracy theories—the new website ratings we issued in
2020 will similarly “pre-bunk” those falsehoods on thousands of sites.
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NewsGuard’s team catalogued a growing list of sites 
that had published misinformation about COVID-19—
from false cures to phony science to conspiracy theories 
about the virus’s origin. The COVID-19 Misinformation 
Tracking Center has flagged 371 websites so far, and is 
used by researchers, businesses, and others to combat 
COVID-19 hoaxes in a variety of ways.

As myths about the virus spread, NewsGuard’s team
kept an ongoing list of the most common falsehoods
about the virus spreading online—and how they
emerged. NewsGuard traced how the myth that 5G
cell phone technology causes COVID-19 spread from
an obscure French website whose name translates to
“The Enraged Sheep” to more mainstream sources.

In August, NewsGuard announced a partnership with the 
World Health Organization to combat online 
misinformation about COVID-19 and vaccines. At the 
request of the WHO, NewsGuard provided reports and 
data about trending health hoaxes and conspiracies across 
Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube, which the WHO used 
to alert the digital platforms and urge them to take action.

NewsGuard’s analysts began noticing misinformation about COVID-19 in mid-
January, weeks before its scope and impact would become clear. Since then, our 
team has worked to combat COVID-19 misinformation with high-impact editorial 
projects and public-interest partnerships.
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When COVID-19 began spreading and we saw the 
early impact of misinformation on efforts to contain 
the virus, we decided we had to do our part to 
help—so we partnered with a range of companies 
and institutions to make the NewsGuard browser 
extension free for all users through July 1 to help 
counter COVID-19 misinformation.

NewsGuard’s team reported on over 100 COVID-19 
misinformation “Super-Spreader” accounts on 
Facebook and Twitter. Our reporting found large 
accounts with tens of millions of followers worldwide 
publishing false information about the virus—and found 
that, in most cases, the platforms had failed to provide 
users with warnings or fact-checks on the false posts.

A high percentage of misinformation, including
COVID-19 misinformation, is funded by online ads.
So NewsGuard partnered with the WHO, Amobee,
and 38 advertising partners to combat COVID-19
misinformation. The campaign, which reached 2.1B
users, used NewsGuard’s data to target accurate
information to users who had seen COVID-19 hoaxes.

Even before a COVID-19 vaccine was announced and
the first doses delivered, misinformation about the
vaccine—including false reports of dangerous side-
effects, a microchip-tracking system, and other myths,
were spreading online. NewsGuard’s team tracked
these myths to help users avoid falling for them.
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“We need people to follow the advice of our medical experts so we 
can protect the NHS and save lives. But false or misleading 
information about coronavirus shared online could undermine our 
efforts. This very welcome move by NewsGuard will give people a 
free and effective tool helping them access trustworthy news 
sources during these challenging times.” 

—Oliver Dowden
UK Digital Secretary

“WHO has been fighting an infodemic of misinformation on multiple 
fronts, working hand in hand with governments, the private sector 
and civil society. It is vital that people everywhere get the right 
information at the right time to protect themselves and their loved 
ones. That’s why we are looking forward to working with 
NewsGuard and other platforms to fight misinformation and 
disinformation.”

—Dr. Sylvie Briand
WHO Director of Infectious Hazards Management
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“I selected this content for the Coronavirus Web 
Archive to fill a unique place in the collection. 
Misinformation is a hallmark of this pandemic, 
and this is the only site selected that presents 
that perspective. In this case, it’s done safely 
and contextually with analysis, rather than the 
Library of Congress archiving actual websites of 
misinformation. The page and PDFs have high 
informational value for the historical record of 
the pandemic.”

—Melissa E. Wertheimer
Reference Specialist, U.S. Library of Congress

“Defending against disinformation campaigns is a key focus of our 
Defending Democracy Program. NewsGuard’s work has become 
especially relevant because of its trailblazing efforts to root out 
online hoaxes related to health and healthcare issues, including 
those concerning Covid-19. We’re proud of our role in making it 
available.” 

—Tom Burt
Corporate VP of Customer Security and Trust, Microsoft
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UK House of Lords Report: "Organisations which provide online 
credibility ratings can help to provide greater transparency. 
Online credibility ratings are installed as a browser extension or 
‘plugin’ which then provides the user with information on the 
news source being viewed. The source is rated by journalists 
employed by the organisation, who judge the site against 
different criteria. However, only a small number of credibility 
rating organisations exist, with the main organisations being 
NewsGuard, the Trust Project and the Journalism Trust Initiative. 
NewsGuard claim that as a result of their feedback more than 800 
websites have improved one or more of their journalistic 
practices. … In April 2020, NewsGuard received an endorsement 
from the Secretary of State for Digital, Culture, Media and Sport”

“…We welcome credibility ratings and nutrition labels in 
browsers initiatives which seek to provide transparency, in 
particular those which note: whether publishers have disclosed 
how they are funded and who is in charge, including any possible 
conflicts of interests; whether they clearly label advertising; 
whether they provide the names, biographical or contact 
information of content creators; and by what process they 
respond to complaints and correct errors. We encourage the 
news industry and platforms to work together to build on these 
initiatives and make them widely available."

Letter from three U.S. Senators to Facebook: 

“The COVID-19 pandemic has exacerbated the already dire 
problem of online misinformation, especially at Facebook. 
Despite highly publicized efforts to police its platform, millions of 
Facebook users have received posts regarding bogus COVID-19 
cures and conspiracy theories about the origins of the 
coronavirus, according to the independent watchdog 
organization NewsGuard. NewsGuard said that in a majority of
the false posts it reviewed, “Facebook did not provide any 
warning, fact-checking language, or links to more credible 
sources — despite the platform’s recent promises to do so.” A 
separate investigation by the advocacy organization Avaaz found 
that pieces of misinformation content it sampled--representing 
“the tip of the misinformation iceberg”--were shared over 1.7 
million times on Facebook and viewed an estimated 117 million 
times. Avaaz added that it can take up to 22 days for Facebook to 
downgrade and issue warning labels on misinformation, “giving 
ample time for it to go viral.”
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Example: NewsGuard partnered with 
Trend Micro, a leading internet 
security company, to provide users of 
the Trend Micro Check app with 
access to NewsGuard’s ratings. Users 
can submit a link or URL and get 
information about the source from 
NewsGuard.

16

Example: NewsGuard partnered with 
Microsoft to build and launch 
KnowMyNews.com, an interactive 
news-literacy quiz that helps users 
learn how to identify trustworthy 
sources. The quiz reached millions of 
users through promotions on Bing 
and MSN.
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The internet is not your doctor. But even before COVID-19, our data showed that 1 in 10
websites relied on by Americans for news and information each month publishes health
misinformation, including dangerous, false cures or unreliable, out-of-context studies
questioning legitimate treatments.

We launched HealthGuard, a version of NewsGuard focused specifically on health and medical
misinformation, to arm patients, health care providers, insurers, and other health care
institutions with a simple, practical tool to avoid unreliable sources of health information online.

A cancer information website owned
by a nonprofit group that represents
oncologists and other health and
medical professionals.

Part of a network of sites promoting
medical conspiracy theories and
myths, including false cancer cures
and falsehoods about vaccines and
the COVID-19 pandemic.
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In September, we launched our first major hospital system partnership, collaborating with
Mount Sinai Health System in New York to offer HealthGuard to its employees, staff, students,
and patients as a practical tool to avoid health and medical misinformation online.

Throughout the partnership, over 700,000 health workers, students, and patients will have free
access to HealthGuard.

“We know that patients inevitably turn to Google for questions related
to their health and are directed to many sources for health information.
The HealthGuard tool is a novel platform that helps our patients
evaluate if a website is trusted and reliable.”

—Karen Wish
Chief Marketing Officer, Mount Sinai Health System
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Most online misinformation is funded by programmatic advertisements. The world’s largest and
most trusted brands end up sending advertising dollars to state-sponsored propaganda sites,
health misinformation sites, conspiracy theorists, and hoax publishers looking to fool readers to
generate clicks.

At the same time, many legitimate news publishers are left off advertisers’ campaigns due to
automated keyword “blocklists” that avoid all ad placements on pages that mention common
news topics—like “COVID-19” or “Trump”—and, in some cases, even pages that mention terms
like LGBT, Black, or Hispanic.

In 2020, we helped brands send ad dollars back to trustworthy news while keeping ads off of
misinformation sites by expanding BrandGuard, a product for the advertising industry that uses
NewsGuard’s ratings of news sites to curate “Greenlists” of credible publishers while letting
advertisers choose whether to allow ads on Red-rated misinformation sites.

“We are excited to be able to offer our clients high-
quality news inventory with engaged audiences with
the confidence that the news sites they advertise on
are trustworthy and professional. Our partnership with
NewsGuard has already helped expand the scope of
quality inventory available while ensuring ads remain
in brand-safe and brand-suitable environments.”

—Joshua Lowcock
Chief Digital Officer, UM
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Through our partnership with Peer39, 
NewsGuard’s ratings data are 
available to advertisers in a range of 
Demand-Side Platforms (DSPs), 
enabling advertisers to target Green-
rated publishers or avoid 
misinformation sites with the click of 
a button when launching a 
campaign.

NewsGuard partnered with IPG 
MediaBrands to use NewsGuard’s
data to help IPG’s clients curate their 
allowed lists of news and information 
sites—ensuring no unreliable sources 
appear while identifying new, 
credible publications that can be 
added to expand inventory.

We announced a partnership with Meetrics
in November, which will expand the impact 
of NewsGuard’s ratings in programmatic 
advertising to a greater number of 
advertisers in Europe.
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We worked with a top professional-services company that spends hundreds of millions each year
on programmatic advertising. The advertiser had worked with its agency to identify a list of
credible news sites it would advertise on—while avoiding any sites that might be controversial.

But the list was mainly centered on a small number of national and international media brands—
missing many mid-sized and local publishers. NewsGuard’s team worked with the advertiser to
find more credible sites to advertise on.

Our review found with high NewsGuard scores
of 85 out of 100 or higher that were not on the advertiser’s target list. That included

.

Using these data, the advertiser can expand its target list of news sites, finding new inventory and
opening up new advertising outlets with lower costs per ad impression.

We worked with a major advertiser with a longstanding, trusted brand that places programmatic
ads targeted to users worldwide.

The advertiser wanted to ensure that none of its ads were appearing on health hoax sites, foreign
propaganda, or other forms of mis- and disinformation.

After applying NewsGuard’s list of red-rated sites, the advertiser found that it had
.

These pages had made it through the filters applied by the company’s existing brand-safety and
brand-suitability providers—but NewsGuard’s human-powered journalism had helped identify
them. As a result, the advertiser avoided sending thousands of dollars in revenue to purveyors of
hoaxes, myths, and dangerous falsehoods.
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“Advertisers who flee from news content in this time are not
only damaging the journalism industry, they’re endangering
public health and safety. We applaud Peer39 and NewsGuard
for offering brands a way to continue advertising on trusted
news sources while avoiding misinformation sites.”

—David Chavern
CEO, News Media Alliance

“As COVID-19 continues to spread, the advertising industry
has an inherent duty to support the fact-based journalism that
the world depends on to ensure continued public access to
accurate and timely information. … To help our advertiser
clients navigate this challenge, we are teaming up with
NewsGuard.”

—Amobee
Company Blog

“Our core competency is building ad products, so at some
point our decisions become subjective. NewsGuard gives us
the ability to use a respected third-party system, managed by
experts.

—Max Dowaliby
Director of Product Management at TripleLift

“Press Gazette understands brand safety-conscious
clients will add NewsGuard’s green websites – which
included all UK national newspaper websites – to
their advertising whitelist, expanding their reach.
NewsGuard has ranked more than 200 news websites
in the UK, including a couple of dozen belonging to
local newsbrands. “

— Press Gazette
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Since our launch in 2018, NewsGuard has partnered with media-literacy advocates such as the
National Association for Media Literacy Education and Public Libraries 2030—and with more than
750 public libraries, to advance news-literacy education.

In 2020 we continued to expand this program by continuing to forge partnerships with libraries
across the world—from Kansas City to London to Milan—in libraries reaching more than 7 million
patrons per year.

We also launched a major partnership with Turnitin, bringing NewsGuard to students and
educators in their thousands of partner schools reaching tens of millions of students worldwide.
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strongly agreed or 
agreed that NewsGuard
helps them personally 

better understand news 
and information websites.

strongly agreed or 
agreed that NewsGuard

helps their patrons or 
students better 

understand news and 
information websites.

said they would like 
social media and search 

engines to include 
NewsGuard ratings and 
write-ups in their news 

feeds and search results.

NewsGuard surveyed 46 members of library staff at the Los Angeles Public Library and Hawaii 
State Public Libraries in Spring 2019, a few months after the libraries had deployed the browser 
extension, to hear about staff and patron experiences.

“In a post-truth era, NewsGuard is one of a few essential and pivotal tools
to help the confused and bewildered make some sense of the blizzard of
online misinformation, disinformation and malinformation. NewsGuard is
like a virus protection for the truth—a key pillar of democracy.

—Grammar School teacher in Kent, U.K.

“As educators, we continue to try to communicate that all sources have
bias, and assign tasks such as annotated bibliographies. However, students
often choose the path of least resistance, and want to quickly Google
information. … The idea of quick “Nutrition Labels" is so valuable, as it
speaks to students' desire for efficiency, but teaches them to look at
sources critically. I can tell them this until I am blue in the face, but
NewsGuard SHOWS it to them.”

—Educator, Dougherty Valley High School, CA
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“NewsGuard is far and away the best resource we have found that lets
people evaluate just what the internet is bringing to their screens. That
NewsGuard uses upfront criteria and highly qualified professionals in
evaluating websites—and makes these recommendations without
hindering access in any way—is just a real benefit to anyone using the
internet today.”

—Sean Farrell
Director of The Library of Hattiesburg Petal & Forrest County (MS)

“Adding this service on computers used by our library patrons continues
the long tradition of librarians arming readers with more information about
what they are reading.”

— Stacey Aldrich
Hawaii State Librarian

“Our paper quality went up a lot once we started using NewsGuard [...] It’s
an excellent tool as a teacher when the students are able to figure
something out without us having to add another lecture or add another
mini lesson. We just have the tools. We put the tools in their hands and the
wonderful thing about NewsGuard is that it’s a tool they can use well past
having us as a teacher.”

—Teacher
Cienega High School, Arizona

"With the NewsGuard extension installed, it’s easy to scroll over the icon
and see if a source meets the criteria of transparency and credibility. If we
want to, we can click to see how the determination was made. Otherwise,
it’s automatic and instant. Suddenly, we’re more informed than we were.
Why wouldn’t we go for that?"

—Joel Shoemaker
Director, Illinois Prairie District Public Library
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NewsGuard’s team rated, tracked, and reported on a growing trend in political news: websites
with names that sound like legitimate local news publishers—but that are secretly funded by
partisan interests such as campaigns, PACs, or other political groups across the political spectrum.
These sites at once exploit and undermine Americans’ trust in local news, mixing biased,
sensational, and sometimes outright false reports into local news stories, particularly in states and
districts with competitive elections.

These sites at once exploit and undermine Americans’ trust in local news, mixing biased,
sensational, and sometimes outright false reports into local news stories, particularly in states and
districts with competitive elections.
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“Courier Newsroom was created 
in November with the goal, its 
founders said, of restoring trust in 
the media by building “local 
reporting infrastructure in states 
across the U.S.” …

In reality, Courier Newsroom is a 
clandestine political operation, 
publishing, among other things, 
positive stories about moderate 
Democrats who face difficult 
reelections in November. 
Courier’s main backer is Acronym, 
a liberal dark-money group that 
has invested heavily in Democratic 
digital advertising and campaign 
technology…

Through a $25 million investment 
in Courier and affiliated sites in six 
battleground states, Acronym aims 
to reshape the digital media 
ecosystem by taking advantage of 
Americans’ trust in local 
journalism.”

— Reporting by Gabby Deutch, 
NewsGuard Washington Political 

Correspondent
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In one of the most partisan and polarized election seasons ever, misinformation about voting,
election integrity, and alleged voter fraud spread rampantly online. NewsGuard’s team of analysts
tracked the top election myths and the accounts spreading them in our 2020 Election
Misinformation Tracking Center.

Our election coverage has turned up spreading across
. Our team is continuing to track as myths and falsehoods continue to spread

widely online.
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In July, NewsGuard’s team 
reported on a new trend: the 
spread of the QAnon conspiracy 
theory from the U.S. to European 
countries. 

NewsGuard’s reporting identified 
dozens of website and social 
media accounts devoted to the 
conspiracy theory in Europe with 
448,760 followers or members 
across four European countries.

The groups created local variations 
of the U.S.-based falsehoods 
typically cited by believers in 
Qanon, adapting the conspiracy 
theory to meet the specific 
political and cultural landscapes of 
each European country.

NewsGuard’s reporting on Qanon
in Europe was cited by CNN, 
Politico, France24, and other 
global media outlets.
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Building on the work of NewsGuard’s ratings of thousands of news and information sources
worldwide, we built a catalogue of known hoaxes and misinformation narratives purpose-built to
be used by AI and social listening tools to find content that matches a particular false claim or
narrative.

This dataset, which we call our Misinformation Fingerprints™, is designed to be a set of unique
identifiers for particular hoaxes—with all the data seeds an algorithm needs to search for that
hoax across platforms, social media sites, and the open web. Using our Fingerprints™, partners
can track the provenance of a false claim and identify new instances of it in real time.

We partnered with Blackbird.AI, an artificial intelligence
company focused on social media and open web
monitoring, to test the application of our Fingerprints™
at scale.

We published the results in a joint white paper.

The test “surfaced a wide range of instances of both
hoaxes on Twitter, YouTube, and the open web,”
including large pages and accounts that had not been
flagged by social media company fact-checkers.
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In September, NewsGuard won a contest from the National Security Innovation Network (NSIN), a
joint program run by the State Department and Department of Defense seeking solutions that
would help the agencies “evaluate disinformation narrative themes in near real time.”

Through the grant, our Misinformation Fingerprints™ are being used with AI/ML social-listening
tools to monitor content containing state-sponsored mis- and disinformation and to identify the
main sources publishing known false narratives.

With the cybersecurity industry populated largely by AI and machine-learning tools, NewsGuard’s
human intelligence approach proved a unique and valuable offering. “We were surprised to see
that a solution like NewsGuard’s using human intelligence could work so well,” said Dan Madden,
Director for the Mid-Atlantic Region of NSIN.

GIPHY, a large .GIF-based video and image platform licensed
NewsGuard’s Misinformation Fingerprints™ to equip its team
of content moderators and make them more efficient at
identifying problematic content for review.

If a post contains keywords, hashtags, phrases, or images that
match a fingerprint in the NewsGuard database, moderators
know the content may violate the platform’s policies and can
take action or escalate the content to a more senior member
of the content moderation team.
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Avaaz used NewsGuard’s data to report on the spread
of health misinformation on Facebook. Avaaz’s
research identified “health misinformation spreading
on networks with an estimated 3.8 billion views in the
last year,” and noted that only 16% of the false posts
it identified had warning labels from Facebook.

The German Marshall Fund cites NewsGuard’s
data in its reporting on misinformation. In its 
report, “The Rise of the Parapolitical Sites as the 
Leading False-Content Producers,” GMF used 
NewsGuard’s data to identify a shift in 
misinformation from overtly political sites toward 
lifestyle sites pushing health hoaxes and other 
misinformation.

The University of Michigan uses NewsGuard’s
data for its “Iffy Quotient,” an ongoing metric
tracking the amount of consumption of
misinformation sources on social media each
month. UM uses NewsGuard to determine
which sources are “Iffy.”

In order to fight misinformation, we need to understand misinformation—where it 
comes from, how it spreads, and the scale of the problem worldwide and for 
specific platforms and topic areas.

To advance that goal, NewsGuard partners with researchers and academic 
institutions that study mis- and disinformation online. Below are some of the key 
findings using NewsGuard’s data from 2020: 
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When NewsGuard’s analysts determine a site may fail even one of our nine criteria for credibility
and transparency, we don’t just publish our findings: First, we contact the site for comment with
multiple emails or calls. By engaging publishers, we give them an opportunity to resolve any issues
or point us to information we might have missed in our initial review. This practice is a basic
element of fairness and is why our ratings have stayed completely apolitical—focused entirely on
the nine criteria and nothing more.

When we contact publishers, we find that many are eager to improve their practices to help build
more trust with readers. In fact, over 1,000 publishers have improved their journalistic practices in
some way—from adding clearer disclosure of ownership to adding a corrections policy to adding
fact-checking processes—due to NewsGuard’s work.

• Newsweek and Yahoo improved 
their corrections policies

• Reuters, Fortune, Times of 
London, the Sun (London), and 
MailOnline added information 
about their journalists

• Forbes, Providence Journal and 
Sacramento Bee labeled 
advertising more clearly

• Al Jazeera for the first time 
disclosed its Qatar government 
ownership.
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Center for Public Integrity earns 

perfect score as trusted news site
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